
INVEST IN TIME

SPECIAL TOOLS 
FOR AUTO REPAIRS



Company profile:
Wallmek i Kungälv AB was started in 1978, 
producing and designing special tools for 
car repairs. Wallmek stands for idea and 
design of tools, up to delivery of a com-
plete product to the customer. Our prod-
ucts are in the segments of chassis tools 
and liquid handling equipment.

The Wallmek research and development department works in close coopera-
tion with automotive workshops to ensure the best possible productivity, ergo- 
nomics and health. We are very good at designing hydraulic tools that enable 
repairs directly on the car,  handling of fuel when tank repairs are necessary and 
to make drainage systems for car dismantlers. Today Wallmek is developing tools 
directly for car manufacturers, after market and  garages. For the car dismantling 
industry, we develop tools for draining all liquids from the cars to make them 
environmentally decontaminated.

As the company continues to expand, we are now also involved in customer 
segments like trucks, trailers and constructions machinery. In short terms – we 
develop Wallmek in a direction where our products make the best use for our 
customer.

Our mission:
To develop, produce and market our cost effective tools to our customers.

Important for us:
Quality! – To exceed the customers expectations.
Design!  – Ergonomic, well thought out and functional products.
Customer care! – Being present and always available for support.

Welcome to Wallmek i Kungälv AB

Niklas Wallman 
Managing Director

With reservation for possible adjustments due to events that is out of our control, 

for printing errors and changes in design. 
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDu-LzrclOE

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9A3TGJ85Y6k

www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxCPh6-tuFI
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Hydraulic cylinders

01-00030 Hydraulic cylinder 18 ton
18 tons pressing and pulling “light weight” hydraulic cylinder in 
a compact size with automatic return of the piston, only 2,8 kg. 
Designed for everyday use in auto repair shops. 

Can be used with all of our passenger car tools and carriage 
beams M10-M22 with the proper adaptor. The cylinder´s 
hydraulic pressure can be combined with punching force when 
using the punching socket 1086-6. For example when pressing 
a rusted axle shaft. Weight: 2,8 kg. Stroke: 50 mm. 
Automatic return.
Patent Pending European Application No. EP15189415.1

Parts in the set:
1. 01-00030-001 - Hydraulic cylinder 18 ton
2. Res 4306 - Hydraulic quick coupling
3. Res 4026 - Carriage beam M18/M22, 250mm     
4. Res 1090-01-09 - Press plate M24x3  
5. Res 4024 - Flange nut M18         
6. 1086-6 - Punching socket M22x2,5       
7. Res 1090-01-10 - Adjustable press rod 100mm, M24  
8. Res 1090-01-12 - Adjustable press rod 132mm, M24 
9. 01-00030-005 - Press rod    
10. 09-1090-01-11 – Lid for back end
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1090-03 Hydraulic cylinder 14 ton
14 tons pressing hydraulic cylinder in a very compact size.  
Designed for everyday use in auto repair shops. Specially  
designed to use with press blocks 1090-55-B, 1090-60 and  
1090-69. Weight: 2,5 kg. Stroke: 55 mm.  
Automatic return.

Parts in the set:
1. 1-1090-03 - Hydraulic cylinder 14 ton
2. RES 1090-01-10 - Adjustable press rod 100mm, M24
3. RES4306 - Hydraulic quick coupling, male
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03-00015 Hydraulic cylinder 8,5 ton
A very compact cylinder for pressing and pulling. The cylinder comes with an  
adjustable press rod and a punching socket.  This cylinder is very flexible and easy  
to use also in narrow areas. Specially designed to be used with 03-00014-001 and  
03-00005-001.  Weight: 1,8 kg. Stroke: 25 mm. Automatic return.

Parts in the set:
1. 03-00015-001 - Hydraulcylinder 8,5 ton
2. 03-00015-006 - Punching socket with o-ring
3. 03-00015-012 - Adjustable press rod 100mm, M22
4. RES4305 - Hydraulic quick coupling, male, 1/8”
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=SH3wIMp9WnA

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGz3rrD7P0c
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03-00028 Hydraulic cylinder 32 ton
32 tons pressing and pulling hydraulic cylinder. Designed for everyday use in 
auto repair shops. Primarily for use with our wheel bearing tools for light com-
mercial vehicles and trucks. Can be used with carriage beams M10-M22 with 
the proper adaptor. The cylinder´s hydraulic pressure can be combined with 
punching force when using punching socket 1086-6 or punching nut 1091-17-
M22. Weight: 8,3 kg. Stroke: 113 mm. Automatic return.

Parts in the set:
1. 03-00028-001 - Hydraulcylinder 32 ton
2. RES 1090-05-02 - Adjustable press rod 109mm, M24 
3. RES 1090-05-04 - Thread protection ring (2,5") 
4. RES4025 - Flange nut M22 
5. RES4027 - Carriage beam M22, 250mm 
6. 1091-17 - Punching nut M22   
7. 1086-6 - Punching socket M22
8. RES4306 - Hydraulic quick coupling, male
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03-00026 Hydraulic cylinder 45 ton
45 ton pressing and pulling cylinder. Designed for everyday use in auto repair shops. Primarily for  
use with our hub dismounting tools 03-00016-45T, 03-00031-45T, 03-00022, 03-00027 etc.  
The hydraulic cylinder’s pressure can be combined with punching force when using punching  
socket 03-00026-006. Weight: 11,7 kg. Stroke: 70 mm. Automatic return.

Parts in the set:
1.  03-00026-001 - Hydraulic cylinder 45 ton
2.  03-00026-012 - Adjustable press rod M30.145 mm
3.  RES1090-05-04 - Thread protection ring (2,5”)
4.  RES4035 -  Flange nut M27
5.  RES4036 - Carriage beam M27. 330 mm
6.  RES4306 - Hydraulic quick coupling, male  
7.  03-00026-006 - Punching socket M27  

RES4009
Adaptor M18  M22

RES4039
Adaptor M27 M22

RES4035 
Flange nut M27

RES4036
Carriage beam M27, 330 mm in 12.9 quality.

RES4037
Cariiage beam M27, 500 mm in 10.9 quality.
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1036 Pneumatic, variable  
hydraulic pump
Pneumatic driven hydraulic pump with variable speed for better 
control. Max pressure 700 bar for use with all of our hydraulic 
cylinders. The pump is delivered with a pressure gauge next to 
the pedal and 2,2 m hose and drip-free quick coupling. Oil tank 
volume 1,3 litres.

Parts in the set:
1. 1-1036 - Pneumatic, variable hydraulic pump
2. RES 1030-02 - Hydraulic hose for 1030, 1035 & 1036
3. RES4304 - Hydraulic quick coupling, female

04-00021  Cylinder holder Ø65-100 mm  
Developed for use with the following cylinders; 1090-02-WAL, 1090-03 and 
03-00028/ 01-00030. The holder is designed for use on the cylinders with hand 
held use and for use on a floor stand or gear box lift.  Adjusting and locking of 
the cylinder is very easy and flexible for simple use.  Also other cylinder brands 
and types from Ø65 – 100 mm can be mounted in the holder. 

Fit’s gearbox lift and floor stand with axle measure from  
25/30 mm.

Hand held Gearbox lift and floor stand 

Use with cylinder:  
1090-01 (16 T) 
1090-02 (22 T)  
1090-03 (14 T)  
03-00028 (32 T) 
01-00030 (18 T) 

Parts in the set:
04-00021-001 - Holder without clamps
04-00021-013 - Clamp Ø70 mm
04-00021-014 - Clamp Ø85 mm 
04-00021-015 - Clamp Ø100 mm  
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Ball-joint and bushing sets

Press tool sets

1090-55-B Press block, max 16 ton
This forged press block allows access to  change the ball-
joints and sway arm bushings on Mercedes-Benz 211 and 
220. No further reinforcement is necessary, even when  
pressing with 16 ton. Replace a ball-joint or bushing in 
5-10 minutes.

A new type of lock ring tool which makes dismounting and 
mounting of wheel bearing lock rings very easy. The tool is de-
signed to fit both passenger cars, light commercial vehicles and 
trucks. The adjusting screw has a ¼ “ ratchet grip which provides 
enough power to easily remove stuck and rusted lock rings.
The grip angle between the tips will also always be correct no 
matter the size or position of the lock ring. 

This makes the tool safer, more effective and easier to use than 
ordinary pliers. It’s delivered with a total of 6 specially designed 
tips that can easily be switched if needed.

01-00004 Lock ring tool

01-00004-013  Circlip pin 2,5 mm, 4pcs 
01-00004-014  Circlip pin 3 mm, 4pcs 
01-00004-015  Circlip pin 3,5 mm, 4pcs 
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03-00014-001 Steering joint puller 
Press clamp for dismounting steering joints on 
trucks/buses and ball-joints on light commercial 
vehicles.

The clamp is special designed to fit on 
most steering axles and ball-joints on  
light commercial vehicles, heavy trucks  
and buses on the market. Moulded with  
special steel to withstand greater force. 

Used with 8,5 ton cylinder 03-00015.
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03-00030 Hydraulic ball joint puller  
Press clamp for dismounting steering joints on trucks/buses and 
ball-joints on light commercial vehicles.

The clamp is special designed to fit on most steering  
axles and ball-joints on light commercial, vehicles, heavy  
trucks and buses on the market. Moulded with special  
steel to withstand greater force. 

Parts in the set:
1. 03-00014-001 – Steering joint puller
2. 03-00015  – Hydraulic cylinder 8,5 ton
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Hydraulic tools for trucks

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dwdgV_X3J8

A brand new tool that really helps when Volvo's floating brake 
discs need to be removed.
The disc brake is pressed out one cylinder at a time. This is very 
efficient and saves a great deal of time in the workshop. Press-
ing at extreme pressure using a workshop press on sensitive 
metal parts or cutting off the thick brake disc are both noisy and 
dangerous operations.

The tool consists of two special cylinders and a control valve for 
crosswise pressing. Pressing out the disc in this way only takes a 
few minutes. Used with 1030, 1035 och 1036.

03-00025 Dismantling set, Volvo/Renault/DAF floating brake disc 

03-00031-45T Universal set for Kingpin
This set is designed to cover most Kingpins on the market, also the 
conical types. It’s used with 32/45 ton hydraulic cylinder designed 
with punching capability. This function makes it possible to hammer 
on the cylinder (with punch adaptor 1086-6 fitted) during maximum 
pressure. The combination of high pressure and vibrations are very 
efficient and often crucial for a successful result. With this tool, heating 
or heavy lifting in the shop press is no longer needed. The compact 
design makes it possible to do the job also on buses where the access 
normally is limited.  The set is used with the brand specific sets add on 
kits that also are available.
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 Parts in the set 03-00031-45T:
1. 03-00031-001  Press block
2. 03-00006-027  Press pipe
3. 03-00006-028  Adaptor plate
4. 03-00006-030  Press socket
5. 03-00006-006  Press pipe 130 mm
6. 03-00006-029  Press pipe 85 mm
7. 03-00006-007  Press pipe 42 mm
8. 03-00032-001  Press axel M30, L=30, Ø=38 mm
9. 03-00032-002  Press axel M30, L=140, Ø=38 mm    
10. 03-00032-003  Press axel L=50, Ø=38 mm   
11. 03-00032-004  Press axel L=70, Ø=38 mm
12. 03-00032-005  Press axel L=100, Ø=38 mm 
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The set are used with 03-00031-32T or 45T  
(45T recommended).

With the set it’s possible to dismount and mount 
the king-pin directly on the trailer axle.

03-00031-200  Add on set for BPW  
and SAF king- pin

Parts in the set:
1. 2 pcs 03-00031-201 - Support rod     
2. 03-00031-202 - Extender  
3. 03-00031-203 - Extender  
4. 3 pcs 03-00031-204 - Extender  
5. 03-00031-205 - Press plate    
6. 03-00031-2060 - Pressplate
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Parts in the set:
1.  2 x 03-00022-001 - Plate
2.  4 x 03-00022-002 - Arm
3.  03-00022-003 - Thrust washer SAF Ø 73 mm
4.  8 x 03-00003-005 - Screws M22x60 12.9.

Extension set to 03-00016 for removal of 225 mm hubs and 10 bolts, hydraulic  
cylinder 03-00028 (32 ton) and 03-00026 (45 ton) is used with the set. The heavy- 
duty design supports a full 45 ton pressure and hammer strokes in the direction  
of pressure (on the cylinder) during removal. This makes it also possible to remove 
hubs with unit bearings on straight axles.

03-00022  Hub puller for low loader trailers with 10/225 hubs

03-00031-002 Plate with thread for 
press block (not included)
Included in universal set 03-00031-32T/45T.

03-00027-45T 
Puller set with pressure rod  
for hubs without wheel bolts
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 03-00027-45T 
1. 03-00027-010 - Plate 
2. 03-00027-012 - Threaded pipe  
4. 03-00027-003 (M30) - Press rod

The set makes it possible to efficiently remove rusted 
bearings with external hubs from straight axles.  
Developed for Volvo FL, MAN TGA, TGS, TGX, Mercedes
Atego, Actros, Renault Kerax, Magnum, Midlum and 
Premium, fits also other brands with the same bolt dia. 
The set is used with hydraulic cylinder
03-00028 (32 ton) or 03-00026 (45 ton).
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fec_vIo-FE

www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7RnZnnI56M
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1. 03-00013-001 –  Mounting ring 45mm
2. 03-00013-002 –  De/mounting ring 20mm
3. 03-00013-003 –  De/mounting plate
4. 1091-17-02 –  Press plate
5. 1091-17-03 – Press pipe
6. RES4034 – Carriage beam M22, 500 mm

03-00013 Bushing set SAF-axle, 150 mm
A set for quick and easy replacement of the large 150 mm 
bushing in SAF axles. The set is used with the 32 ton hydrau-
lic cylinder 03-00028 (not included). 
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03-00009 Spring bushing set, universal
The spring and shackle bracket bushings (44–64 mm) are quick  
and easy replaced. No heating or lifting in the shop press is  
needed when working with this set. It’s used with the 32 ton  
cylinder 03-00028 (not included).

Parts in the set:
1. 03-00006-006 –  Press pipe 130 mm
2. 03-00006-007 –  Press pipe 42 mm
3. 03-00006-014 –  Press plate Ø63 mm
4. 03-00006-015 –  Press plate Ø50 mm
5. 03-00006-016 –  Press plate Ø44 mm
6. 03-00006-017 –  Press plate Ø63 mm
7. 03-00006-018 –  Press plate Ø57 mm
8. RES4024 –  Flange nut M18
9. RES4026 –  Carriage beam M18/M22, 250 mm
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1091-24-001 Universal set for replacing wheel bolts on commercial vehicles

Parts in the set:
1. 1091-24-001-01 - Mounting socket
2. 1091-24-001-02 - Holder
3. 1091-24-001-03 - Dismounting pipe Volvo big, SMB
4. 1091-24-001-04 - Dismounting pipe Volvo small
5. 1091-24-001-05 - Dismounting socket Scania
6. 1091-24-001-06 - Adjustable press rod 76 mm, M24
7. 1091-24-001-07 - Dismounting pipe SAF
8. 1091-24-001-08 - Dismounting pipe BPW, ROR

Set for quick and easy replacing of wheel bolts on commercial 
vehicles. The wheel bolts are replaced without any hammering  
or physical effort. The set covers trucks from, Volvo, Scania, DAF 
and Renault. And most of the European truck and trailer fleet. 
BPW, ROR, SAF, SMB/Frauhof. 
Used with (but not included in the set) cylinder 1090-03 or  
03-00015 and press block 1090-55-B. 
Est.time: <30 sec/bolt.
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03-00021-010, 32T and 03-00021-011, 45T 
Universal basic set for commercial truck and bus garages

Parts in the set: 
03-00021-010, 32T
1. 2 pcs 03-00016-001 - Press foot for hub puller 
2. 2 pcs 03-00003-005 - Screw M22x60 12.9 hex
3. 01-00004 - Lock ring tool   
4. 03-00030 - Hydraulic ball joint puller 
5. 03-00005-001 - Automatic brake adjuster puller 
6. 03-00028 - Hydraulic cylinder 32 ton                       
7. 03-00006-013 - Press plate Ø 59 mm  
8. 03-00006-014 - Press plate Ø 63 mm  
9. 03-00006-015 - Press plate Ø 50 mm  
10. 03-00006-016 - Press plate Ø 44 mm  
11. 03-00006-017 - Press plate Ø 63 mm  
12. 03-00006-018 - Press plate Ø 57 mm  
13. 03-00006-021 - Press plate
14. RES4026 - Carriage beam M18/M22, 250mm
15. RES4024 - Flange nut M18
16. 03-00031-32T - Universal set for Kingpin    

Parts in the set: 
03-00021-011, 45T
1. 2 pcs 03-00016-001 - Press foot for hub puller 
2. 2 pcs 03-00003-005 - Screw M22x60 12.9 hex
3. 01-00004 - Lock ring tool   
4. 03-00030 - Hydraulic ball joint puller 
5. 03-00005-001 - Automatic brake adjuster puller     
6. 03-00026 - Hydraulic cylinder 45 ton   
7. 03-00031-45T - Universal set for Kingpin     

The set comes with tools for efficient jobs on straight and conic king-pins, bushings in spring and draw bars and large lock rings. 
Dismounting tools for steering joints, wheel  hubs and slack adjusters.
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Storage

04-00022 Tool trolley with 9 drawers
Double tool trolley with totally 9 drawers developed for  
Wallmek tool sets and foams. The trolley is equipped with a large 
top drawer for cylinders and accessories. All drawers are locked 
individually and with a central lock system for extra safety during 
transport, storage and normal use. All drawers open fully with 
heavy duty ball bearing slides and can be loaded with 90 kg. 

Tools not included.

Measures internal for each drawer:
4 pc H100×W585×D418 mm
3 pc H150×W585×D418 mm
1 pc H250×W585×D418 mm
1 pc H100×W1243×D418 mm (top drawer)

An extra high drawer can be ordered individually. H250x-
W585xD418mm.
To be used instead of the two lower drawers on the right hand 
side.

Outside dimensions H1060xW1350xD460 mm.The large axle wheels in combination with four swiveled 
wheels make the trolley easy to handle also fully loaded 
with tools. 

Large work surface.

Ball bearing slides  
for 90 kg load in  
each box!

Security lock on  
all drawers for  
maximal safety!

Central lock for safe storage!
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Mandra
23,5 km Athinon Korinthou
196 00 MANDRA ATTIKIS
Tel: 210.5565.278
Tel:  210.5157.338
Fax: 210.5565.287
E-mail: eleusina@camion.gr

Athens
72 Athens Avenue
10141 Athens
Tel: (0030) 2105150941
Tel: (0030) 2105150942
Fax: (0030) 2105149741
ΔΟΥ: ΦΑΕ’ΑΘΗΝΩΝ
E-mail: tsolakidis@camion.gr

www.camion.gr

Schimatari
Tsesi Patima
320 09 Schimatari
Tel: 22620.57104
        22620.59155
Fax: 22620.57103
E-mail: schimatari@camion.gr

Thessaloniki
58 Pontou Avenue
546 28 Thessaloniki
Tel: (0030) 2310.752755
Tel: (0030) 2310.753855
Fax: (0030) 2310.755667
E-mail: th.tsolakidis@camion.gr

Official distributor


